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Introducing SLXi 

Whether you are a driver, retail manager, fleetowner or a business 

executive, you need to be in control of your choices. Because in your 

business, you know what’s best for you and your clients.  

This is precisely where SLXi meets your demands.

SLXi is all about empowerment, about capability. It’s about being able 

to say “I can.”  Thermo King has designed the SLXi so you can meet all 

your customers’ demands for ultra-fresh produce delivered to ultra-tight 

schedules while limiting overall costs. Upsizing your performance while 

downsizing your operating costs.

In short, with SLXi, you win. Always.

You win. Always.



I CONNECT. I WIN.
Every SLXi unit is equipped as standard with the most advanced telematics and 

connectivity capability available, the powerful Thermo King BlueBox.

Drivers and fleet managers using the SLXi never have to do without the critical flow of 

data required to manage a fleet proactively, maximize up time and improve efficiency. 

With the SLXi, you have the power of connection.

BLUETOOTH® 
FUNCTIONALITY  
AS STANDARD

REAL-TIME INFORMATION

2-WAY COMMUNICATION My office is my cab.  
Connect me and  
I win.

You win. Always.



EXCEPTIONAL  
FUEL SAVINGS WITH  
NON-SENSITIVE PRODUCTS

SUPERIOR   
TEMPERATURE CONTROL  
WITH SENSITIVE PRODUCTS

I have the  
power of choice.

The SLXi allows you to choose the best balance between exceptionally precise 

temperature control and market-leading fuel economy, so you can match unit 

performance exactly to the particular requirements of the load.

Select from our extensive range of single and multi-temperature units and choose 

the performance-enhancing options you need to have just the right tools for the job. 

 

I CHOOSE. I WIN.

You win. Always.



Easy to use.  
Easy to control.

TOTAL LOAD PROTECTIONEASY PRESET OPERATING PROFILES

I CONTROL. I WIN.
The SLXi range puts your fleet manager and drivers in full control of their units and 

cargo. Total ease of operation combined with a selection of preset operating profiles 

eliminates costly errors and maximises return on investment. Customisable operating 

parameters ensure maximum economy and total load protection. 
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You win. Always.



€

INCREASED UPTIMEBEST IN CLASS 
QUALITY

When I trust 
the unit and 
the support,
I win.

SLXi owners enjoy total peace of mind when they rely on a unit with best in class 

quality, reliability and support.

Almost 80 years of experience have made Thermo King the industry leader in 

dependability. Our commitment to continuous improvement resulted in exhaustive 

laboratory testing and one of the largest field trials ever undertaken, to refine 

components and fully optimize system design.

I TRUST. I WIN.

HIGHEST RESALE 
VALUE

You win. Always.



I CARE. I WIN.

*On average, compared with predecessor

In today’s world, every effort to protect the environment is important. With the lowest 

energy consumption, the smallest carbon footprint, the least global warming, and the 

quietest operating sound levels, the SLXi is the greenest unit in its class.

SLXi GreenTech engines fully comply and even significantly outperform emission 

limits specified in the latest amendment of EU Non Road Mobile Machinery (Stage V) 

directive, effective from 01/2019. 

Choosing the SLXi shows you care

Caring for the environment, 
together.
That’s a winning formula.

-45%* 
GLOBAL 

WARMING-2,4*  
TONS 

PER YEAR

LOWEST 
NOISE 

 ON THE MARKET

You win. Always.
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The power of choice.

You win. Always.
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Thermo King is a brand of Ingersoll Rand®. Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, 
sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands — including Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King®, 
Trane® and Club Car® — work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and 
protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a global business committed to a 
world of sustainable progress and enduring results.

ingersollrand.com


